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Does your software understand your whole(sale) business?
Most software for the tire industry only focus on retail operations.
Sure you can make it work, but what if you were to use software
that truly understands your wholesale business?
Software with your type of business in mind will make it easier for you
to run your company and manage its profitability.

INVENTORY CONTROL
Here are 14
things to look
for in software
if you have a
wholesale tire
business:

We can help maximize your profits
with software designed to make
your business more efficient and
competitive.

The inventory needs of wholesalers can be quite different
— and more complex — than for pure retailers.
Make sure your software:
1. Includes inventory re-order management
2. Supports multiple bin locations
3. Offers consignment in-and-out tracking
4. Integrates with the leading Warehouse
		 Management Systems

Schedule your personalized demo
now! Call 800.657.6409 or visit
www.ASAauto.com
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DELIVERIES
Unlike most retail businesses, customer deliveries are a standard function for wholesalers.
Managing deliveries requires a number of special capabilities including:
5. Delivery route planning
6. Remote warehouse location printing for
		 customizing packing lists and orders
7. Cash on delivery (COD) tracking
8. Mobile proof of delivery and signature capture
9. Drop-shipping
10. Shipping and container module

MANAGEMENT & SALES TOOLS
Getting the most out of your wholesale business depends a great deal on your
ability to easily manage the details within your main business applications.
11. Manage price levels, including markups, discount structures and specials
12. Create and track promotions and manage manufacturer rebates
13. Integrate with B2B websites live, not with batch updates
14. One program can also manage your retail and online sales

Software like GTX from ASA Automotive Systems
includes accounting, inventory and sales for
businesses of all sizes and types, including wholesale.

Call 800.657.6409 or visit www.ASAauto.com
to discuss your software and website needs today.

